Increase GP Lens Acceptance with Dispensing System
GP lens acceptance leaps ahead with new lens, dispensing system from ABBA
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obert Stamm, O.D., with Vision Source
practices in McCook, NE, and Oberlin, KS,
was hardly a cheerleader for GP lens fits. “We
had more failures than successes, and the
time it took didn’t justify the fee.” Patients
had to return multiple times, and the turnaround from the lens lab
was several weeks at least.
“With such a low success
rate, we had decided that
GP lens fits were schedulekillers,” he says.
But then he decided to
try the MVP lenses from
Dr. Stamm
ABBA Optical. He had
heard from several Vision Source colleagues
that they were having success with these
lenses. In the first four months the practice
added the MVP 100-lens dispensing system,
Dr. Stamm’s views on GP lens fits have
turned around. “This lens has been an asset
to the practice. Instead of shying away from
GP bifocal fits, we’re able to recommend the
bifocal option to a large group of presbyopic
patients.” And with the lens dispensing system in the office, he’s able to show patients
convincingly that they’ll be able to see well
and feel great. He often is able to send a
patient home with lenses to wear.
“With the fitting set in the office, I don’t
have to do a lot of calculations. I am able to
fit between 60 percent and 70 percent of my
nearsighted patients from the dispensing set.
With a success rate that high, fitting GP lenses takes much less chair time.”
Even if the fit is not the final one, it
helps patients adjust to the GP lenses and it
gets them excited about the vision they’ll
achieve with the final prescription. Even
better is ABBA’s typical two-day turnaround.
“These patients are used to waiting two
weeks or longer for their lenses to come in.
They are pleasantly surprised when I say I’ll
see them back in a few days.”
The addition of the lenses and dispensing system is good news for the two rural
practices; the second office opened last year.
“We’re not adding to the population, but
the population is getting older. In the past,
we were reactive to GP lens fits, even
though I believed that the quality of vision
and the higher Dk were valuable.”
Now, the practices can be more proac3Q 2008

tive, even with patients who have never
worn contact lenses before. Because of the
previous lackluster experience with other GP
fits, Dr. Stamm had to convince the staff
that these were different. “Whenever the
staff heard the words bifocal or GP lenses,
they grimaced. They’d seen bifocal patients
come in unhappy. They’d seen GP patients
complain of dirt and wind—and we live in
a dirty, windy area,” he says.
So he fit his presbyopic staff members
with the lens. Their reaction was great. Then
as the staff began to hear back from other
patients how much they liked the lenses,
they became more confident asking patients
in the presbyopic age range about their interest in wearing contact lenses. Dr. Stamm says
he often walks into the exam room to find
that the patient is reading the brochure on

ABBA develops
customized brochures.

ABBA lenses that the staff provided.
Dr. Stamm appreciates the opportunity
to “present another option. These lenses
have superior optics, and I’m confident
we’ll be able to keep more people in contact
lenses for longer,” he says. VS

How to Keep Tabs on Third Parties
Mississippi O.D. advises others on fee schedules

U

nderstanding the concept of medical
remember which date goes with what
billing and making sure that staff is on
company, with deadlines varying from the
board with the idea is a challenge for many
first of the year, to April 15th or in July.
practices. Vision Source and programs such as
Dealing with 16 insurers could be dauntAlcon’s medical billing and coding seminars
ing, but not for Dr. Stribling and his staff.
and CIBA VISION and Essilor of
They keep track of fees and deadAmerica’s Management & Business
lines in a notebook, and then Dr.
Academy™ program help, as do conStribling meets twice a year with a
tinuing education or practice manfew other doctors to reevaluate and
agement sessions offered by state,
make appropriate adjustments. This
local and national associations.
information is shared with the staff
What can trip up even the
to keep everyone up-to-date.
most enthusiastic staff, however,
Dr. Stribling recommends
Dr. Stribling
are the mechanics of tracking all
keeping the American Optometric
the third-party payers. Kent Stribling,
Association’s billing and coding books
O.D., Philadelphia, MS, became aware of
handy, but the web site provides more curthe complexity when he was examining
rent information as revisions are posted
the fee schedules for the four practices he
immediately. He also advises investing in
oversees with his senior partner, Gil
fee schedule documentation for Workers’
Davis, O.D. “I became pretty conscious
Compensation—available from your state’s
about the fee schedules for all of the insurWorkers’ Compensation Commission.
ance companies we deal with,” Dr.
Recently, Vision Source Mississippi
Stribling says. “A lot of practices only look
administrator William Strickland,
at Medicare and Medicaid, but not necesO.D., encouraged Dr. Stribling to share his
sarily Blue Cross/Blue Shield and other
experience with others at a regional Vision
companies.” It could become tricky to
Source meeting. VS
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